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should any individual have anything at all they would like to contribute,
share or add to this newsletter, please feel free to contact the editor
through the Club Secretary via  secretary@wamasc.com.au – enjoy

OK – times have been a little tuff here
in the good old state of WA, but it has
not been as tuff for us as it has been for
others. We have been luckier than most
wrt the global impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. It has certainly changed how
we all go about our business. But we
must be thankful and very much aware
that we are the envy of the rest of the
world. That, in itself, is a fairly good
Christmas present.
The largest impact, of course, has been on families who have been
separated by distance and unable to visit one another during this time.
Sure, you can Skype or whatever, but it does not replace that physical
need for human touch. Hopefully with the recent relaxation of our
‘boarder fortress WA’ there are now some smiles as families now re-unite
for the first time in a long time with the softening of our border.
On behalf of the Club Chairman, his Committee, and all our brethren
we wish you all a very Merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous New
Year in 2021. Please don’t be complacent and let your guard down during
this festive time and season as you celebrate – we need to see you safely
back at the Field for a re-run. I would also make special mention to the
people
people behind the scenes who put up
with their partners antics and smile as
we spend money and neglect daily
chores to attend the field and fly.
Finally – thankyou to our members;
we cannot make it happen without
you.

OK – The official start of our Australia summer begins on the
01st of December each year and officially ends on the 28th of
February the following year. This is not to say that we may
encounter some high temperatures along the way in the lead-up
(blame global warming for that one). It is unfortunate, that most
people assume it is only during this period, and time, that one will
encounter a FB (Fire Ban) or a TFB (Total Fire Ban). Adding salt
into the wound many are unaware whether a ban exists or has
been put in place.
The WAMASC Secretary has been quite proactive in disseminating information to our members when this
occurs – it is, however, not in his job description or task.
The onus therefore really falls on an individual to check the current state (index level) prior to attending
the Field to ensure that there are no bans in place.
Here is some information that may assist and prevent one from being turned away from the field during the
summer months:
Firstly, here are some terminologies that one may encounter. GFDI (Grassland Fuel Dryness Index or Grass Fire
Danger Index), FDI (Fire Danger Index) and FFDI (Forest Fire Danger Index).
All basically mean the same thing and are given in reference to the environmental

.

The Fire Danger level or Threat in this state is worked out by the West Australian BOM (Bureau of
Meteorology) which in turn liaises with the DFES (Department of Fire and Emergency Services) who hold and
have the authority to issue fire ban(s). Hence the BOM issue Fire Weather Warnings when weather conditions are
conducive to the spread of dangerous bushfires.
From time to time during this Restricted and Prohibited Burning period the Shire of Swan’s Chief Bush Fire
Control Officer may impose a ban on the use or operation of any engine, vehicle, plant, equipment, or machinery
in the area. This ban is commonly referred to as a HVMB (Harvest & Vehicle Movement Ban). A good source
for HVMB information is the City of Swan Website https://www.swan.wa.gov.au/YourServices/Emergencymanagement/Fire/Fire-Safety-Ban.
A HVMB will generally coincide with a TFB and is imposed to restrict activities that are likely to cause a bush
fire or contribute to the spread of a bush fire when the expected weather conditions indicate that if a wildfire was
to start, it would be dangerous, destructive and difficult to stop once started.
Warnings are generally issued within 24 hours of the potential onset of hazardous conditions.
Total fire ban activation and additional, such as HVMB, information is available via the following:
o
o
o
o

DFES website https://www.dfes.wa.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx
DFES Total Fire Ban information line 1800 709 355
ABC local Radio frequency 720AM
City’s Fire & Emergency Information Line 9267 9326

The WAMASC
Website has many
risk links that may be
used for this purpose

Please be aware that severe penalties apply to any breaches when a ban is in place. You could be fined up to
$25,000 or imprisoned for 12 months, or both, if you ignore or commit an offence in relation to Total Fire Bans
and Harvest and Vehicle Movement Bans.
Note: The GFDI, FDI and FFDI have nothing to do with temperature on a given day. It may be excessively hot
and not cause a TFB. One day of excessive heat is not a problem - it is rather the cumulative effect that dry
environmental conditions have over a duration of time and the loss of moisture content which turns that vegetation
into a highly combustible and volatile fuel source.
You are also asked to please be aware that the WAMASC Field can, and may, also be arbitrarily closed to all
activity by Whiteman Park Administration at extremely short notice as it has the power to implement its own
ban regardless of the GFDI status as issued by the BOM (Bureau of Meteorology) or the DFES (Department of
Fire and Emergency Services).
A wise move is to check the BOM GFDI http://www.bom.gov.au/wa/forecasts/fire-southwest.shtml and establish
whether the GFDI is not equal to, or above 40 prior to attendance of the Field.
The diagram, adjacent right, depicts a Fire Danger Rating
hazard indicator board. One is prominently displayed as
you traverse the entry road into the WAMASC. It is a great
indicator and our first line of defence and there for good
reason. You will note the numbering on the board. In 2009
the Extreme category was divided into three levels - Severe,
Extreme, and Catastrophic. These index ranges were
common for both the FFDI (Forest Fire Danger Index) and the GFDI (Grass Fire Danger Index). In October
2010, fire agencies adopted a revised scale for some areas. Within the modified arrangements, there are different
ranges for the grass and forest indices. Because a single range of index values no longer correspond to the danger
ratings of Severe, Extreme and Catastrophic (Code Red), the Bureau will indicate the FDR (Fire Danger Rating)
Category without reference to the FDI (Fire Danger Index) e.g. Extreme FDR 75 to 99 is now be shown as
Extreme (refer to semicircular board).

In aviation parlance, an aircraft accident is an event that leads to the death and/or injury of any passenger(s) and
crew and damage to the aircraft. In contrast, an incident is any event that could lead (but did not lead) to an
accident. For instance, a crash is classified as an accident – but the cockpit display switching off during a flight
is an incident.
Now there have been many incidents and accidents since man first took to the air and some of these events are
so scary and unusual that they deserve notable mentions. Here is one such incident that has very strong West
Australian connections. The
which occurred right here in Australia on the 29th of
September 1940, when two Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) Avro Anson aircraft collided in mid-air above
Brocklesby, New South Wales whilst on a training exercise.
Both aircraft belonged to 2FTS (2nd Flight Training School) with the pilot being a West Australian born resident
of Cunderdin in the wheatbelt area. 2FTS is the main Flying Training School for propeller driven aircraft of

the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) and is now situated at RAAF Base Pearce, here in the suburb of
Bullsbrook in Western Australia – it first took up residence in this locale in 1958 where it has operated ever since.
The unit can trace its origins back to the post-war re-establishment of the Air Force's original Cadet Training
Unit of 1FTS (1st Flying Training School) which was situated at RAAF Base Point Cook, Victoria pre-WWII.
After a restructuring of sorts in 1938, 1FTS was renamed (re-designated) 2FTS and relocated to RAAF Base
Forest Hill, Wagga Wagga (which incidentally means ‘place of many birds’), New South Wales, which is now
the home to the Royal Australian Air Force School of Technical Training (RAAF STT).
The unit now in 2020, operates a fleet of Pilatus PC-21 turboprop trainers after stepping up from its predecessor,
the exceptionally reliable PC-9. It has also previously made use of the CT4, colloquially named the Plastic Parrot.
2FTS is only one of the Training units situated at RAAF Base
Pearce. In addition, there is 79SQN which is used for ‘Fast Jet
Training’ making use of the BAe HAWK 127 Jet trainer which has
been purposely fitted with a ‘digital glass cockpit’ to mimic the
F/A-18 HORNET Fighter, It previously used the Macchi MB326H jet trainer. Alongside these two units the Republic of
Singapore Air Force (RSAF) operates its own Singapore
PC-21 turboprop trainers as there is insufficient airspace on their
home front of Singapore to train due to air congestion. Prior to the PC-21 turboprop trainer the RSAF used the
SIAI-Marchetti S.211 jet trainer which was disposed of after accruing 1000Airframe Hr Throwaway.
So much for the history lesson and back to our story. The two (2) twin
engined Avro Anson aircraft that departed from RAAF Base Forest Hill
on the 29th of September 1940 were on pre planned afternoon training
exercise. Weather conditions saw heavy cloud cover so both aircraft kept
visual of one another flying in formation. One aircraft, for some reason,
climbed and ran into thick cloud cover were upon the pilot decided to dive
and visual
and regain visual of his accompanying aircraft.
In doing so Leading Aircraftman Leonard FULLER, descended
and dove his aircraft at speed directly on top of the lower aircraft.
The collision was so severe that both engines of his own aircraft stopped. It must have been a frightful impact to
experience – what happened next is somewhat comical in the aftermath. Post collision, somehow, the pilot and
reconnaissance officer of the lower aircraft abandoned ship and bailed out to safety. Adding further insult to injury
Leading Aircraftman Leonard FULLER came to the
realisation of who his mates really where when he also realised
that his own reconnaissance officer of the upper aircraft, that
he was piloting, had also departed company. He had somehow
managed to bail out amidst all the commotion (a remarkable
feat in itself when one views the state of both aircraft in the
photograph shown adjacent right). Leonard FULLER was now
alone piloting the upper plane, devoid of assistance, and left to
contemplate

to contemplate his own fate. Strangely, both aircraft did not enter a steep dive and crash as expected. Instead, they
remained airborne and locked together. The engines of the upper aircraft may have stopped working – but now,
miraculously, both aircraft were being kept aloft and airborne by the engines of the lower airplane.
Leonard FULLER soon discovered that he could control both,
aircraft by manipulating his own ailerons, flaps, and rudder
(flight control surfaces). Doing so, he flew both aircraft 8
kilometres (5 miles) before making an emergency landing in
Brocklesby.
The lower aircraft was completely written off upon landing.
Leonard FULLER was promoted, awarded a citation, and a
distinguished flying cross for his efforts. In a strange twist, the
upper airplane that he piloted was repaired and returned to
operational
operational service. It is now on permanent display
and can be viewed at the Point Cook RAAF Museum just
outside Melbourne, Victoria should you ever visit.

This is no ARF. A very proud Peter KRAWITZ poses next to his
scratch-built Fairchild PT19 (top picture, adjacent right).
Peter has put a lot of love and time into his creation and turned up
at the Field a little too nervous to fly his baby on his own for her
first maiden flight.
That’s where friends come in and with the assistance of Alan
GORMAN, who jumped at the chance and honour, Peter’s creation
took to the heavens.
Post flight Alan GORMAN stated that he had only needed a few
clicks on the trims to have the aircraft flying straight and level – so
a definite ‘pat on the back’ and ‘well-done’ Peter for setting up a
very nice aircraft.
Knowing the aircraft behaved and flew without any vices Peter
proudly flew the second flight.
The Fairchild PT-19 was an American monoplane primary trainer
aircraft that served with the United States Army Air Forces, RAF
and RCAF during World War II. It was a contemporary of the
Kaydet biplane trainer and was used by the USAAF for Primary Flying Training. Peter’s aircraft was built from
Kaydet
plans by Wendell HOSTETLER, with the custom Pilot being made for Peter by Wane FRYER.

Never let an airplane take you somewhere your brain didn't
get to five minutes earlier.

